With the development of computer network, WEB application has become a common means for many companies to conduct business with the outside world, and malicious attacks against WEB are becoming more and more frequent. This paper mainly introduces the basic definition of WEB penetration test, test implementation process, test methods, preventive measures and so on. Taking Access database as a network application case, it designs a specific manual injection method. After successful injection, it analyses the specific means and methods of injection, and puts forward specific defensive measures.
Introduction
With the development of computer network technology and the continuous improvement of information level, people rely more and more on the network, and pay more and more attention to the degree of network security. Since the 18th National Congress of the Communist Party of China, Chairman Xi Jinping has delivered a series of important speeches on network security and informatization. On the afternoon of February 27, 2014, Chairman Xi Jinping chaired the first meeting of the Central Leading Group on Network Security and Informatization and delivered an important speech. Network security and informatization are important strategic issues related to national security and development and the work and life of the broad masses of the people. We should proceed from the general situation at home and abroad, overall layout, overall planning of all parties, innovative development, and strive to build our country into a powerful network country. Without network security, there would be no national security and no modernization without informationization [1] .
From April 20 to 21, 2018, the National Conference on Network Security and Informatization was held in Beijing. President Xi Jinping emphasized once again that informatization has brought a golden opportunity for the Chinese nation. We must seize the historic opportunity of information development, strengthen positive propaganda on the Internet, maintain network security, promote core technological breakthroughs in the field of information, give full play to the leading role of information in economic and social development, strengthen military-civilian integration in the field of Internet and telecommunications, actively participate in the process of international governance in cyberspace, and independently innovate and promote the Internet. The construction of a strong network country will make new contributions to the success of the Chinese dream of building a well-off society in an all-round way, winning the great victory of socialism with Chinese characteristics in the new era and realizing the great rejuvenation of the Chinese nation.
Overview of Penetration Testing
At present, WEB penetration attack [2] has been a very hot topic in many problems of network security. This attack method has the characteristics of low technical threshold, low cost and high rate of return. The core problem of WEB application vulnerabilities is that users can provide arbitrary data to the server, while the server does not validate effectively. OWASP, an international security organization, released the latest 10 major WEB security vulnerabilities in 2017. Injection vulnerabilities still rank first. The specific content of the release is shown in Figure 1 [3] .
With the increasing severity of WEB penetration attacks, the security requirements of penetration testing are also increasing. The so-called penetration testing is a trusted third party, which conducts an activity of evaluating network security by simulating hacker intrusion. By using tools and personal experience, it invades enterprise networks, gains network backstage privileges and extracts them. Database data, in order to identify system vulnerabilities and security risks of network systems, is an attack simulation behavior. Penetration testing is a comprehensive testing process. The commonly used testing methods include injection attack, backdoor attack, network sniffing, remote overflow, violent cracking, ARP spoofing, etc. [4] . 
Basic Flow of Penetration Testing. The basic process of penetration testing includes seven basic stages:
1. Formulate a simulated attack scheme. By communicating with customers, the objectives, scope, execution conditions and service contract details of penetration testing are determined.
2. Customers sign entrustments. According to the situation of information collection, the content and scope of penetration testing are agreed with customers, and a commission contract is signed with customers.
3. Information collection. After defining the specific scheme, simulate hackers to step on and collect information by using social engineering, scanning, monitoring and other technical means, in order to obtain more information about the target network structure, system configuration and defense measures.
4. Threat Modeling. Analyzing the collected information, sorting out ideas and making penetration plans often involve teamwork, sorting out a large number of information and selecting useful content for comprehensive utilization.
5. Penetration attack. Use intelligence to intrude into the network and gain basic privileges. 6. Post-penetration attack. After intruding into the network system, it gains high-level privileges, expands the scope of attacks and searches for new targets.
7. Infiltration report. After the attack is completed, report the results of the attack, and formulate effective defensive measures for customers according to the attack.
Method of penetration test There are three types of penetration testing, black box testing, white box testing and grey box testing [5] .
Black-box testing refers to complete external testing, penetration testing engineers completely simulate the behavior of hackers. Without knowing any network structure and topology about the target, they attack the target from the remote network step by step, comprehensively evaluate the security of the network, and put forward the corresponding rectification plan.
White-box testing refers to the complete internal testing, in which the attacker receives the entrustment of the attackee, and when he understands the specific network structure, he conducts targeted security assessment and checks for omissions by means of vulnerability scanning and vulnerability verification.
Grey-box test is a hybrid test based on white-box and black-box. The tester knows the limited target information, and gradually penetrates into the internal network from the external network. It is a more effective decision-making penetration method, so as to achieve better penetration effect.
Manual Penetration Test Procedure
The general steps of SQL injection are to find the injection point, determine whether it can be injected, guess the table name, guess the column name, guess the field name, and violently crack the required data content. This experiment verifies the theory of manual penetration test for ACCESS database. The specific operation contents are as follows:
Firstly, it is judged whether there exists the function of substituting query database in WEB page path. For example, http://127.0.0.1:99/index.asp does not have the function of substituting query. It is only a static web page, while the web page with the function of substituting query is generally similar to http://127.0.0.1:99/article_detail. Asp? Id = 68, which indicates that the site uses the ID field and uses GET to pass parameters to query the product No. 68 in the form.
The second step is to determine whether an error has been reported and whether there is an injection point by giving a single quotation mark after the page address with additional conditions of "and 1 = 1" and "and 1 = 2" according to the situation of the page echo, as shown in Figure 2 . The third step is to judge the type of database after judging the existence of injection point. After the page address, keep up with and exists (select * from msysobjects) > 0 or exist (select * from sysobjects) > 0 to determine whether it belongs to the Access database or the Sql Server database. In this judgment, the Access database is used.
Step 4: Judge the information of the table name in the database. Judge whether there is an admin table in the database by following the address and exists (select * from admin). If an error is reported, it indicates that there is no such table, then replace it with another table name and continue to try until it can be correctly substituted and no error is reported. Step 5, after determining the database table name, continue to guess the field name in the table, for example, guess whether there is a user field in the admin_user table, until the page does not report errors, the specific content is substituted.
And exists (select user from admin_user), the test result is that when the field name is entered as admin and password, the page does not report errors, so it is judged that there are two key fields in the admin_user table.
Step 6, guess the length of the corresponding field, and constantly use the Order by XX statement to guess the length of the field until there is no error, where XX is the length value, such as 10 bits.
Step 7, determine the location of the keyword field name in the table. After the query is inserted, the specific location will be displayed directly in the web page, as shown in Figure 4 . The content of the substitution is as follows:
And 1 = 2 union select 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 from admin_user. Step 8: Directly crack the username and password of the website background login. And 1 = 2 union select 1, admin, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 from admin_user. If it is stored in plaintext, it will display the content directly. If it is encrypted, it can be cracked by relevant means. As shown in Figure 5 , the account is named plaintext admin, and the password rule MD5 encryption display is used. Finally, you can use the cracked username and password to login in the background of the website, thus completing the whole process of manual SQL injection, as shown in Figure 6 . These are the complete experimental steps of manual penetration testing, but the efficiency of manual testing is low, which is more suitable for beginners to understand the detailed process of the whole penetration testing. Generally, in actual operation, related penetration testing will be used for automatic testing. For example, Ah D injection tool can automatically enter the target website. Line the penetration test, as shown in Figure 7 . 
Preventive Measures for SQL Injection
At present, the prevention technology of SQL injection is mainly divided into two categories, one is the defense technology of code layer, the other is the defense technology of application layer. The most common defense measures in the code layer are to use parameterized statements, add validation code auditing, use stored procedures and so on. The Defense Technology in the application layer is mainly the WEB application firewall.
For example, by adding the following audit code to the web page code, it can be judged that when the ID value of the current input is null or non-digital, an alarm will be issued to prevent illegal substitution operation.
if id="" or not isnumeric(id) then response. write"<script>alert('Warning!Illegalparameter! ');window.location.href='index.html';</script>" Response.End() end if Web Application Firewall (Web Application Firewall) provides a means of controlling the safe operation and maintenance of websites. It can analyze HTTP/HTTPS traffic bidirectionally, provide real-time and effective protection for WEB applications, parse HTTP, including message headers, transfer parameters and loads, and support various HTTP coding. For strict HTTP protocol verification, support all kinds of character set coding. And it also has SQL anti-injection module, which is to compare the decrypted data field of WAF network packet with the blacklist of SQL customized by users and security vendors according to the needs of network business. Once the data submitted by users is found and matched with the eigenvalues in the blacklist, the data submitted by users will be discarded. And alarm users.
Conclusion
In this paper, through the introduction of penetration testing related content and taking Access database as a network application case, the specific operation process of manual penetration testing is summarized, and the relevant defensive measures and suggestions are given.
For a long time in the future, penetration testing will still be one of the main forms of website security audit, and the standards of penetration testing will be improved day by day. In the whole field of network security, the research on WEB site penetration testing will still be the most important.
